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以西解中→ 以西解马
Types of Western (Marxist) Misrepresentations

Secular apocalypse: ‘China doomer’ industry

Dystopian fiction: ‘Atrocity propaganda’ leads to a 
fictional dystopian China that has 
nothing to do with the real China.

Ghost story: CPC as a ‘secretive paranoid 
outfit terribly afraid of its own 
people and bent on world 
domination’. Boo! Spooks 
everywhere!

Conspiracy theory: Betrayal narrative → vast country-
wide conspiracy (favoured by 
Western Marxists)



以西解中→ 以西解马
Types of Western (Marxist) Misrepresentations

Conspiracy theory: Religious inspired betrayal 
narrative (Deng Xiaoping) that 
leads to the idea of a vast 
conspiracy by 100s of millions of 
Chinese people who see China as 
socialist.

Orientalist mystery: Racist trope of ‘deceitful’ Chinese. 
Western scholars ‘know better’ 
and speak condescendingly about 
China. 

Sectarian Intolerance: Characteristic of corners of 
Western Marxism, in which one 
refuses to hear anything factual 
about China.



How do you become a China specialist?

 以西解中 yixi jeizhong: mistake of using Western categories to try to 
understand China.

 以西解马 yixijiema: mistake of using Western categories to try to 
understand Marx (!) 

 Chinese joke: How do you become a ‘China hand [中国通]’？
 Do not live in China
 Do not visit China
 Do not speak Chinese
 Do not speak to a Chinese person

 Be preferably Western and white 



Washing your brain

‘The alternative is still either Socialism or a market economy’.
(Count Ludwig von Mises - deceptive slogan from one of the 

godfathers of a now defunct neoliberalism) 

In reply:
‘Some foreigners say that our ideological reform is brainwashing. 
As I see it, they are correct in what they say. It is washing brains, 

that’s what it is! This brain of mine was washed to become what it 
is. After joining the revolution, it was slowly washed, washed for 

several decades. What I received before was all bourgeois 
education, and even some feudal education’

(Mao Zedong, 1957)



Belgrade to Beijing 1: 
De-Linking

Marx Oskar Lange Witold Kula Deng Xiaoping

Capital, volume 3:
Roman slave market 
economy functioned in 
‘altered conditions’, 
without a capitalist 
framework.

‘On the Economic 
Theory of Socialism’:
‘authentic free 
competition can only 
exist in socialism, 
because under 
capitalism monopolies 
put down all kinds of 
true competition’.

‘In the pre-capitalist 
economy, market 
phenomena are 
governed by completely 
different laws in many 
cases, and … these 
phenomena have an 
altogether different 
effect on the remaining 
sectors of the 
economy’.

‘It is wrong to maintain 
that a market economy 
exists only in capitalist 
society and that there is 
only “capitalist” market 
economy. Why can't we 
develop a market 
economy under 
socialism?’



Belgrade to Beijing 2:
Economic Instrument or Component

Eastern Europe China

Market as economic instrument Market and planning as 
components (tizhi) shaped by 

socialist system (zhidu)

A universal that applies 
everywhere

A universal shaped by the 
particularity of the system: hence 

a socialist market economy



Belgrade to Beijing 3:
Planning and Market

Eastern Europe: China:

Either planning or market; 
either centralisation or 
decentralisation, etc.

Both planning and market

Starts and stops in trying to 
develop market socialism; two 
steps forward, one step back

Reinvention of planning and 
markets in their mutual 
interaction 

→ Tentative and half-way 
(excluded price mechanism, 
hard budget constraints, and 
labour theory of value)

→ Dialectical transformation 
(chaoyue and yangqi)



Belgrade to Beijing 4:
Ownership and Liberation of Productive Forces

What is socialism (after a proletarian revolution)?

Ownership of productive forces 
and ...

Liberation of productive forces

Manifesto of the Communist Party ‘The proletariat will use its political 
supremacy to wrest, by degrees, 
all capital from the bourgeoisie, to 
centralise all instruments of 
production in the hands of the 
State ...’

‘…and to increase the total of 
productive forces as rapidly as 
possible’.

Methodological: As a definition of socialism, 
emphasised in a few developed 
countries

As a definition of socialism, 
emphasised in many developing 
countries

Historical: In all successful proletarian 
revolutions, there was a post-
revolutionary seizure of productive 
forces.

After two or three decades, new 
contradictions arose between 
forces and relations of production 
→ new means of liberation.



Belgrade to Beijing 5:
Contradiction Analysis

Over-emphasis on ownership
(relations of production)

Over-emphasis on liberation
(forces of production)

→ New contradictions between forces and 
relations of production

→ New contradictions ...

→ Stagnating economies; lack of innovation and 
efficiency

→ ‘Wild 90s’: worker unrest, growing gap 
between rich and poor, environmental 

degradation, widening gap between the CPC 
and the common people

Need for new form of liberation of productive 
forces

Contingent or incidental to deepening reform
→ Situation today: 800 million workers lifted 
out of poverty; new ‘middle-income’ group 

(not a ‘middle class’); decreasing gap between 
rich and poor; ecological civilisation; united 

and strong CPC



What makes it Socialist?

1. Socialist system has planning and market components, but public ownership remains a 
core economic driver.

2. Main purpose of state-owned and private enterprises is social benefit and meeting the 
needs of all people – ‘serving the community [共同体服务]’, ‘people-centred [以人民为中心]’, 
GDWP.

3. Socialist principle of from each according to ability and to each according to work, 
limiting exploitation and wealth polarisation, and seeking common prosperity.

4. The primary value is socialist collectivism (社会主义的集体主义) through which the 
individual flourishes.

5. The guide for action always remains Marxism, so as to keep to the socialist road (Four 
Cardinal Principles).


